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Abstract

Clustering and partitioning based methods have
drastically improved Hierarchical Radiosity (HR).
The �rst method reduces the number of links but
lacks precision since it does not account precisely for
the orientations of the patches within the emitting
cluster relative to the location of the receiving

one. As for the second approach, it is eÆcient
since it partitions large environments into 3D cells
and employs ordering strategies that need only a
subset of cells for computing illumination at each
step of the resolution process. Nevertheless, the
computational complexity still remains high when
the cells contain many objects of highly detailed
geometry. The new HR algorithm, described in
this paper, brings solutions to these problems by
making use of Levels of Detail (LOD) that approxi-
mate the geometry of the object surfaces in the scene.

Keywords: Rendering Algorithm, Global Illumina-
tion, Hierarchical Radiosity, LODs.

1 Motivation

Hierarchical radiosity (HR) [1], is widely used for a
large range of applications such as: lighting simula-
tion, thermal engineering, radiative transfer within
canopies, acoustics, etc. Even for scenes of moder-
ate complexity, HR still is a demanding process in
terms of memory and computing resources. This is
due to the need for meshing surfaces into elements
(or patches), creating links and computing visibility
relationships between these elements. For complex
building interiors, solutions have been proposed to
cope with the memory and computational problems.
These solutions rely on a preprocessing step [2, 3, 4]
consisting in partitioning the scene into 3D cells and
computing a visibility graph that expresses visibility

relationships between these cells. Only a subset of
cells, concerned with the illumination computation
is maintained in memory at a given iteration of the
resolution process. Once this preprocessing has been
done, ordering strategies are employed for radiosity
computation (as in [5]). Even though their eÆciency
has been proved, these strategies do not reduce the
complexity of scenes where cells are composed of a
large number of small input polygons that �nely de-
scribe surfaces or objects of highly detailed geometry.
Indeed, in a cell, if the number of polygons is high
then so do the number of patches, the number of links
as well as the memory needed.
As the ux of a patch is proportional to its sur-

face area, when a small patch is selected in isolation
as an emitting patch, its ux (to be emitted) may
be insigni�cant. Consequently, its e�ect on the envi-
ronmental illumination may be unnoticeable. On the
other hand, if a set of small neighboring patches are
selected as emitting patches, their total ux may con-
tribute signi�cantly to the scene illumination, which
will speed up the convergence of the resolution pro-
cess. One way of carrying out this idea is to make
use of levels of detail (LOD). More clearly, the sur-
face of an object may be represented by di�erent LOD
approximations organized as a hierarchy, called from
now on LOD hierarchy. The highest level corresponds
to the more detailed geometry of the surface. In this
way two distant surfaces may interact (in the sense
of hierarchical radiosity) at coarse LODs while close
surfaces at �ner LODs (see �gure 1). This allows the
number of links to be drastically reduced. As ex-
plained later on, accounting for LODs in HR raises
some problems that have to be solved: Energy con-
servation, occlusion, internal reection, energy distri-
bution similar to push-pull operations.
This paper is organized as follows. Our approach

to LODs is outlined in section 2. Then the di�erent
steps of our algorithm are described. These steps are:
internal emission (section 3.1), energy emission (sec-
tion 3.2), energy contribution (section 3.3) and �nally
energy distribution (section 3.4). Before concluding,
some results are given in section 4 and 5.



2 Outline

2.1 Problem statement

In classical HR, only facets (the input polygons of
the initial geometry) are used and re�ned during the
resolution process. A link associated with a pair of
mutually visible facets is called initial link. Let NIL

be the number of initial links. The number of links
created by a HR algorithm has a lower bound equal
to NIL. When the scene contains objects of highly
detailed geometry, NIL may be high and so does the
�nal number of links.
To overcome this diÆculty, one solution is to make

use of HR with clustering techniques [6, 7, 8] or geo-
metric simpli�cation methods [9, 10]. However, these
techniques do not account precisely for the orienta-
tions of the facets within the emitting cluster rel-

ative to the location of the receiving one. In [11],
Gibson and Hubbold introduced some improvements

to account for surface orientation but their method
still makes assumptions. For instance, they make
use of the clustering method proposed by Sillion [7]
which assumes a cluster as an isotropic participat-
ing medium (which is not generally the case) charac-
terized by an extinction factor (diÆcult to estimate
accurately) which often provides block-e�ect shadow
artifacts.
Visibility between clusters has been improved in

[12]. In addition, clustering techniques have also been
applied to environments containing specular surfaces
[13, 14, 15]. These techniques assume that clusters
are approximated as point light sources since they
rely on intensity. Moreover, details are not always
provided about the way the authors account for the
orientation of the facets within each cluster (for both
energy emission and energy distribution).
As explained in [16], given the scene con�guration

and the nature of the objects, clustering techniques
may result in image artifacts or unexpected behavior.
Hasenfratz observed in his paper that for some scenes,
lighting simulation could be diÆcult even with clus-
tering methods. For scenes containing small objects
represented by a large collection of polygons exist-
ing algorithms are less well-behaved. In presence of
such objects, LOD representations seem a natural ap-
proach and provide good results.
Our approach is to combine HR and LODs for re-

ducing NIL signi�cantly, which entails a smaller num-
ber of links, incurs a lower visibility calculation cost
and requires less memory for storing the di�erent data
structures involved. Indeed, two surfaces may inter-
act at a coarse LOD if they are suÆciently distant
(see �gure 1). In this case, these are polygons belong-
ing to these coarser representations that interact mu-
tually instead of facets, patches or surface elements.
Such polygons are called macrofacets. Our method
accounts precisely for the orientations and locations

Figure 1: Use of LODs during energetic transfer

of the emitting and receiving macrofacets (and facets)
whenever a macrofacet shoots its energy or distributes
it to its descendants.

2.2 De�nitions

We suppose all the objects within the scene are mod-
eled with polygonal surfaces, each one being repre-
sented by a hierarchy of LOD approximations. The
root of a hierarchy corresponds to the coarsest polyg-
onal approximation of the surface while a leaf corre-
sponds to the �nest one (see �gure 2). A non-terminal
node and a leaf node are polygons that are called
macrofacet and facet respectively. In an LOD hier-
archy (called from now on HLOD), the children of a
non-terminal node (macrofacet) may be macrofacets
and/or facets not coplanar. Note that an input poly-
gon without LOD approximations is also represented
by a LOD hierarchy but composed of only one node.
A facet may be subdivided into another hierarchy of
patches (HP) by the re�nement process employed in
any classical HR. In this case, an internal node and a
leaf node of a HP are referred to as patch and surface

element respectively.

2.3 Creating LOD hierarchies

The LOD hierarchy associated with a surface can be
created with the help of any surface simpli�cation
method ([17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]). There are broadly
three simpli�cation approaches: vertex decimation,
edge contraction and surface re�nement. The deci-
mation approach removes recursively one or several
vertices from the exact geometry while the contrac-
tion approach removes edges and replace them with
new vertices. Conversely, the re�nement approach
starts with a coarse approximation of the surface then
re�nes it progressively by inserting new vertices.
In our system, the LOD hierarchies are created dur-

ing a modeling preprocess. To make this easier, we
have developed an interactive software tool using the
MOTIF and OpenGL libraries. With a mouse, the
user selects a surface and starts the simpli�cation



Figure 2: LOD Hierarchy

process giving coarser and coarser approximations (a
bottom-up process as in vertex decimation).

2.4 Algorithm overview

In this section we describe only the basic ideas of the
algorithm, details are given in the following sections.
Our HR uses a shooting technique and removes all

the links created during each iteration to save mem-
ory. This dynamic link-management is similar to the

ones used in ([23] and [24]).
Let us call root macrofacet a macrofacet at the root

of a LOD hierarchy. The algorithm starts by selecting
the emitting root macrofacet E of maximum ux. E
has to shoot its ux to each other visible root macro-
facet R.
In fact, E and R may not interact directly but

through nodes of their respective LOD hierarchies.
More precisely, the two LOD hierarchies are traversed
top-down and two form factors FE�R and FR�E are
estimated for the two current nodes NE and NR, be-
longing to E and R respectively.
FE�R is a point-surface form factor whose apex is

the center of the emitting macrofacet (or facet) E and
subtended by the receiving macrofacet (or facet) R.
FR�E is a point-surface form factor whose apex is the
center of the receiving macrofacet (or facet) R and
subtended by the emitting macrofacet (or facet) E.
When trying to link two primitives, these two form
factors do not account for the visibility factor so as to
not slow down our HR algorithm. On the other hand,
this factor is taken into account once the linking has
been performed (note that object representation with
LODs o�ers the possibility to speed-up the visibility
determination by using bouding volumes for each ob-
ject in the scene).

If FE�R and FR�E are below a threshold TLOD
then these two nodes are linked and NE shoots its
energy to NR using FE�R weighted by a visibility
factor.
Before shooting the ux of NE , all the descendants

(�ner LODs) of NE exchange one to another their
ux according to one iteration of the Jacobi resolution
method. This operation will be referred to as internal
shooting (as explained in section 3.1).
Then, for each NR a new radiosity Bc of NE is

computed (depending on the location of NR in the
scene) as shown in �gure 3 (step 1). This radiosity
accounts for the internal exchanges within NE. From
now on, Bc will be called contextual radiosity since
it depends on the context of NR. Then NE shoots
its energy towards NR (�gure 3, step 2). Finally,
NR distributes the gathered energy to its descendants
(�gure 3, step 3).
Note that if the traversal of R's LOD hierarchy

leads to a leaf P while FE�R still remains higher
than TLOD then P is subdivided into a hierarchy
of patches as in classical hierarchical radiosity but
with another re�nement criterion TP that uses a more
precise form factor computation method. We use
two separate thresholds since the re�nement criterion
used for facets and patches is not the same as the one
used to link macrofacets.
In order to be more vigilant regarding the choice of

the LOD approximation, we choose a small value of
the threshold TLOD. On the other hand, TP may be
chosen larger or equal to TLOD.
In the same way, if the traversal of E's LOD hierar-

chy leads to a leaf P while FR�E still remains higher
than TLOD, the same process is applied to P .
The algorithms describing our HR algorithm are given
by �gure 4. The following explains the role of func-
tions invoked in these �gures which are slightly dif-
ferent from the classical ones used in HR.
The function Re�ne And Link() recursively subdi-

vides either the emitting macrofacet, facet or patch
or the receiving macrofacet, facet or patch. (Object
oriented languages, such as C++ and Java, enable us
to handle easily these di�erent data structures - this
feature is called polymorphism). It establishes links
when one of the re�nement criterion is met. This cri-
terion compares the computed form factor with the
thresholds TP or TLOD.
Oracle(NE,NR) selects the node (NE if FR�E >

FE�R else NR) to be subdivided. This node could be
a macrofacet, a facet or a patch.
Link() links together two nodes which could be

macrofacets, facets or patches.
Shoot One Link() is a function which shoots the

energy of the emitter through the links determined
by the function Re�ne And Link().
Shoot Links(E) traverses, from the root (root

macrofacet) to the leaves, both the LOD hierar-
chy and the hierarchy of patches associated with



Figure 3: Energy exchange between two macrofacets

the emitting root macrofacet E. At each node N

of these hierarchies, this function invokes the func-
tion Shoot One Link() to compute the contribution
of each link between N and nodes belonging to other
hierarchies.
Shoot Energy(E) computes the radiosity BGather

gathered by a receiving macrofacet or a facet or a
patch when E emits its energy.

3 Energy Transfers between

two HLODs

Let E and R be the emitting and receiving macro-
facets respectively. Let us call ek and rk the children
nodes of E and R in their respective LOD hierarchies,
ek and rk may be facets or macrofacets.

3.1 Internal Shooting (Step 0)

Consider �gure 5. Suppose a root macrofacet E has
been chosen for shooting its energy. Before invoking
the functions Re�neAndLink() and Shoot Links(), all
the E's descendants must shoot their energy one to
another according to one iteration of Jacobi type. To
this end, the LOD hierarchy associated with E is tra-
versed from the leaves to the root. At each depth
level of this hierarchy:

� The nodes having the same parent shoot their
energy one to another;

� Move to the upper depth level and repeat.

This energy transfer between the children nodes of
the same parent will be called Internal Shooting. Its
role is to avoid sub-estimating the ux emitted by a
macrofacet and thus it guarantees the energy conser-
vation.

Let us explain the internal shooting operation with
the help of �gure 5.
First, the facets ej and ek shoot their energy one to

another and so do el and em, using classical HR. Then
we compute the contextual radiosity of E7 (see section
3.2) and shoot its energy to E8 using the updated
radiosities of ej and ek (see section 3.3). Then E8
distributes its gathered energy to its descendants (say
el and em) as seen in section 3.4. We proceed in
the same way for shooting the energy of E8 toward
E7. This operation is repeated for the other upper
depth levels (i.e. coarser approximations) in the LOD
hierarchy as explained by the algorithm of �gure 4
and �gure 5. To make the Internal Shooting faster,
two nodes of di�erent parents (such as ej and el in
�gure 5) do not exchange energy directly but through
their respective parents (E7 and E8). Note that, at
the �rst call, the argument of Internal Shooting() is a
root macrofacet, say E in �gure 5.

3.2 Emission (Step 1, see �gure 3)

Using, as is, the unshot ux of the emitting root
macrofacet E is imprecise. Instead, we propose to
compute the ux of E that has to be actually consid-
ered for the energy transfer E ! R. This ux divided
by the surface area of E will be called contextual ra-

diosity (denoted Bc) from now on. Its particularity
is that it accounts for the orientations of the nodes
ek, which makes more accurate the energy transfer
between two nodes of LOD hierarchies.
The total ux of E is :

�E = AE � BE ; (1)

where AE and BE are the surface area and the ra-
diosity of E respectively.



HR With LOD(LOD Criterion TLOD, HR Criterion TP )
f

LOD HR Node E;
While not convergence()

f

E = Root Macrofacet Of Maximum Flux() ;
Internal Shooting(E);
for each root macrofacet R // An input polygon without LODs is also a root macrofacet

f

Re�neAndLink(E; R; TLOD; TP ) ; // TLOD and TP are form factor thresholds
Shoot Links(E) ;
Remove Links(E);
for each leaf P of R's LOD hierarchy

Push Pull(P ) ;
g

��E = 0 ; // Reset of the unshot ux of the emitting macrofacet
g

g

Internal Shooting(LOD HR Node E, HR Criterion TP )
f

// Traverse the LOD Hierarchy of the the emitting macrofacet E
for each child CE of E

if CE is not a leaf of LOD hierarchy
Internal Shooting(CE,TP );

// Energy exchange between nodes
for each child CE of E

for each child C0

E
of E (CE 6= C0

E
)

if CE and C0

E
are leaves of LOD hierarchy

f

// Classical HR
Re�ne And Link(CE; C

0

E
; 0; TP ) ;

Shoot Links(CE) ;
Remove Links(CE);
Push Pull(CE);
g

else
f

// Energy exchange with LODs, only one link is created
Link(CE; C

0

E
);

Shoot Links(CE);
Remove Links(CE);
g

g

Re�ne And Link(LOD HR Node NE , LOD HR Node NR, LOD Criterion TLOD, HR Criterion TP )
f

OracleResult SubdivisionChoice=Oracle(NE; NR; TLOD; TP ) ;
// Uses TLOD or TP depending on the type of NE and NR (macrofacet or facet/patch)
// In the �rst case, geometrical form-factor w/o visibility is used
// In the second case, classical HR BF re�nement is used

switch(SubdivisionChoice)
f

Case None :
Link(NE, NR) ; // Links NE to NR ; Both NE to NR could be macrofacets, facets or patches

Case Emitter :
Subdivide(NE,ChildNodes) ; // Gives macrofacets, facets or patches children of NE
For each node CN in ChildNodes

Re�ne And Link(CN ; NR; TLOD ; TP ) ;
Case Receiver :

Subdivide(NR,ChildNodes) ; // Gives macrofacets, facets or patches children of NR
For each node CN in ChildNodes

Re�ne And Link(NE; CN ; TLOD; TP ) ;
g

g

Shoot One Link(LOD HR Link L)
f

LOD HR Node NE=Link.Emitter ;
LOD HR Node NR=Link.REceiver ;

if(NE is a MacroFacet and NE is not a leaf of a LOD Hierarchy)
B=Compute Contextual Radiosity(NE; NR) ; // Equation 6

else
B=Unshot Radiosity(NE) ;

if(NR is a MacroFacet and NR is not a leaf of a LOD Hierarchy)
BGather= ShootEnergy(NE) ; // Equation 7
B=Distribute Energy To Descendants(NE ; NR; BGather) ; // Equation 11

else
BGather= Shoot Energy(NE) ; // Equation 7

g

Figure 4: Hierarchical Radiosity with LODs



Figure 5: Internal Shooting

The ux �E!R emitted by E toward R is:

�E!R = AE �Bc � FE�R; (2)

FE�R being the form factor between E and R.
Taking into account the orientations of the nodes

ek (facets or macrofacets), yields:

�E!R =
X

k

�ek!R =
X

k

Aek � Bek � Fek�R; (3)

As mentioned before, two nodes E and R of LOD
hierarchies are linked only if the form factors (not
including the visibility factor) FE�R and FR�E are
below a threshold TLOD. If TLOD is small enough
the Fek�R may be approximated as di�erential form
factors. Consequently:

Fek�R =
cos�ekR � cos�Rek �AR

� � d2ek�R
; (4)

dek�R being the distance separating the centers of ek
and R.
Similarly we can write:

FE�R =
cos�ER � cos�RE � AR

� � d2E�R
; (5)

From equations 2, 3, 4 and 5 we get:

Bc =
X

k

Aek �Bek � Fek�R

AE � FE�R
�

X

k

Aek
AE

�

cos�ekR

cos�ER

�Bek ;

(6)
assuming dek�R � dE�R and �Rek � �RE 8k (see
�gure 6). Bc has to be multiplied by a visibility fac-
tor VekR between ek and R to take into account self-
shadowing. We can observe that equation 6 accounts
for the orientations of each node ek relative to the
location of the emitting macrofacet R, which makes
more precise the radiosity emission.

3.3 Contribution (Step 2, see �gure

3)

The radiosity due to E of the receiver node R (of a
LOD hierarchy) is then:

BR = �R � FR�E �Bc; (7)

where �R, the average reectivity of R, is given by :

�R =
P

k

Ar
k

AR
� �rk

Here FR�E includes the visibility factor evaluated
by tracing visibility rays between sample points on E
and R.



Figure 6: Angles

3.4 Distribution (Step 3, see �gure 3)

In HR, the radiosity gathered by a facet is
pushed/pulled through the associated hierarchy of
patches (HP). As for a macrofacet R, whenever it
gathers energy from E it distributes it to its descen-
dants (macrofacets and facets) as explained hereafter.
This energy distribution must account for the location
of E and the orientations of each child node rk of R.
Recall that BR is the radiosity gathered by R and

due to the emitter E. Let us denote Brk the radiosity
that has to be distributed to each rk by its parent
macrofacet R. We can write:

AR �BR = �R �FR�E �Bc �AR = �R �FE�R �Bc �AE (8)

Ark �Brk = �rk �Frk�E �Bc �Ark = �rk �FE�rk �Bc �AE
(9)

As before we suppose TLOD small enough for using
the di�erential form of FE�rk . We get then:

FE�rk =
cos�Erk � cos�rkE �Ark

� � d2E�rk
; (10)

By dividing equations 8 by 9, substituting equation
10, assuming �Erk � �ER; dE�rk � dE�R;8k (see
�gure 6) and adding the visibility factor VErk , we
obtain:

Brk � BR �
cos�rkE

cos�RE

�

�rk
�R

� VErk (11)

We see that equation 10 accounts for the orienta-
tions of the nodes rk and the spatial location of the
emitter E, which makes more precise the radiosity
distribution. Note that the equations 6, 7 and 11,
provide us with simple and fast expressions giving
the contextual and distributed radiosities. Indeed,
suppose that E and R have respectively m and n

children. Only (m + 1 + n) form factors Fek�R and
FE�rk are computed (including visibility), avoiding
then the evaluation of m � n form factors Fek�rk .

4 Results and discussion

As we will demonstrate in this section, the main ad-
vantages of our method consists in well handling com-
plex light sources as well as complex objects.
We have tested our algorithm with three di�er-

ent scenes under di�erent conditions (by varying the
number of light sources, the number of objects, their
LODs approximation, etc), producing a total of 14
distinct test scenes. All these scenes are made up of
di�erent kinds of objects approximated with LODs.
Scene 1, called 'sofas ', is a classical test scene rep-
resenting a room furnished with several sofas and



Scene 'Sofas' 'Sofas' 'Sofas' 'Objects' 'Objects' 'Objects'

Con�guration 3 sofas 4 sofas 4 sofas and more 1 object (vase) 3 objects 5 objects

Number of input polygons 493 1011 1451 4246 12438 20630

Number of light sources 1 1 1 4 4 4

Number of emitting polygons 32 32 32 128 128 128

Full solution after convergence 11.03 s 11.21 s 11.46 s 7.86 s 39 s 77 s

Table 1: Some computing times for scenes 1 and 2

Scene 'Objects' 'Objects' 'Objects' 'Objects' 'Objects' 'Objects'

Con�guration 1 vase 1 vase 1 vase coarse medium �ne
1 light 2 lights 4 lights HLOD HLOD HLOD

Number of input polygons 4135 4172 4246 295 1063 4135

Number of root macrofacets (Vase) 16 16 16 16 16 16

Number of lights sources 1 2 4 1 1 1

Number of emitting polygons 32 64 128 32 32 32

Full solution after convergence 4.17 s 6.24 s 7.86 s 24 s 31 s 58 s

Table 2: Two case studies

Scene 'Virtual University' 'Virtual University' 'Virtual University'

Con�guration 10K 20K 40K

Number of input polygons 10600 21200 42400

Number of lights sources 23 46 92

Number of emitting polygons 736 1472 2944

Direct lighting 1 m 16 s 4 m 20 s 16 m 19 s

80 percent convergence 2 m 33 s 8 m 43 s 32 m 51 s

Full solution after convergence 6 m 28 s 21 m 46 s 1 h 23 m 28 s

Table 3: Progressive results on 'virtual university'

Scene 'Sofas' 'Objects' 'Virtual University'

Con�guration 3 sofas 1 vase & 1 light 10K

Number of light sources 1 1 23

Number of emitting polygons 16 16 736

HR + Clustering, after the 1st Iteration 1 m 36 s 51 s 34 m 43 s

HR + Clustering , after the 2nd Iteration 4 m 3 s 1 m 44 s 2 h 38 m 24 s

HR with LODs after convergence 11.03 s 7.86 s 6 m 28 s

Table 4: Computing times for three di�erent scenes with a clustering radiosity algorithm

lit with only one light source. Scene 2, called 'ob-
jects ', contains more complex curved objects (as seen
in �gure 9). These objects have been generated with
NURBS surfaces tesselated into polygons. And �-
nally, Scene 3, called 'virtual university ', is an archi-
tectural scene modeled with rooms and hallways (see
�gures 10, 11 and 12).
The number of input polygons, NIP , is equal to the
number of polygonal surfaces at the �nest level of rep-
resentation. The number of root macro-facets NRM

(the polygonal surfaces at the highest level of repre-
sentation) could be far below NIP .
We de�ne � as the ratio NIP /NRM . The higher the
value of �, the lower is the number of root macro-
facets with respect to the number of input polygons.
A polygon belonging to a light source is counted as
an emitting polygon.
Table 1 shows some run-times for scenes 'sofas' and

'objects'. Table 2 presents results for two case studies
we have made with the second scene ('objects'). The
�rst study (the three left most columns) shows the
advantage of our method for scenes where the geome-
try of a light source is complex (the light source here
is represented with thirty two input polygons). As
more and more light sources are added, the comput-
ing times increase linearly (the ratio NIP /computing-
time is almost constant). As for the second study,
we tried di�erent values for � (which means that
the vase is represented with a �ner and �ner tessela-
tion but NRM stays constant). Here again, the ratio
NIP /computing-time is almost constant. This shows
that the e�ectiveness of the algorithm is not only re-
lated to the depth of each LOD hierarchy but also to
its breadth that varies as �.
The data in tables 1 and 2 con�rm that the average
complexity of the algorithm is O(m+1+n) for energy



transfers involving HLODs (cf section 3).
Table 3 gives the computing times for the architec-
tural scene (scene 3, the 'virtual university') with an
increasing number of rooms. This table presents some
times obtained at di�erent stages (direct lighting only,
80 % of convergence, full convergence). Under these
conditions, the direct lighting phase takes one �fth of
the full solution time and the 80 % convergence stage
is reached after less than half of the full solution time
(� 40 %). This behavior shows that the algorithm
should be quite advantageous in modeling applica-
tions where users need fast scene previews. The re-
sults of this test are also shown in the �gure 7 (plot 1).
The second plot presented in this �gure shows a com-
parison between our algorithm and a classical HR.
The speed-ups obtained are signi�cant and encourag-
ing (roughly ranging from 10 to 110). The speed-ups
are greatest when scenes have large numbers of emit-
ting polygons and many complex objects, a situation
that is diÆcult for classical HR. The smallest speed-
ups are obtained when large surfaces such as walls,
oors or ceilings have to reect a large amount of en-
ergy. Exchanges between such surfaces do not involve
any LOD representation and increase the computing
time and memory used.

Figure 7: plot 1 (left): computing times for 'Virtual
University', plot 2 (right): comparison with classical
HR

Finally, table 4 shows some results for compar-
ing our method with a HR algorithm using cluster-
ing. Here, the comparison can only be qualitative
since it is not obvious to compare these two di�er-

ent approaches with two di�erent implementations
(e.g spectral versus rgb color representation, shoot-
ing method versus gathering method, di�erent re�ne-
ment criteria, di�erent visibility computation meth-
ods, etc). Note that, after two iterations only, the HR
algorithm with clustering takes more time compared
to our HR with LODs. This explains the results given
in table 4.
Our method is not only a good alternative to clus-

tering techniques but is also a perfect complement to
it. We did not have enough time to implement a ver-
sion using both approaches but our speculation is that
an ideal hierarchical solution might be: Partitioning
+ clustering + LODs (Macrofacets) + HR with facets
and patches.
In terms of memory usage the LODs do not give

any signi�cant improvement since exchanges between
walls, oors and ceilings involve the highest number of
links created (with no use of any HLOD). Therefore,
our algorithm requires the same amount of memory
as any classical HR. Clustering techniques also do not
handle this case properly.

5 Images

Figure 8 presents a version of the scene 'objects' with
one light source and one object (a vase). This object
is lit from above by a light source also represented
with a LOD hierarchy. In this scene, the � value for
the vase is important and equal to 256.
This image shows that our algorithm is able to ren-

der complex geometries that are not well handled by
classical HR algorithms. There is no noticeable dif-
ference between the results provided by the classical
HR and our method (which in this case, required 30
times less computational time). Note that shading
and self-shadowing are well represented in these im-
ages.

Figure 9 presents a view and close-up for a di�er-
ent con�guration of this scene (in this case, it con-
tains 5 objects and 4 colored light sources, all repre-
sented with LODs). The accuracy of the method is
illustrated by shadows on the oor which respect the
curvature of these objects.
In Figure 10, the scene 'virtual university' is shown.

The left most image has been generated by our al-
gorithm while the right most one has been obtained
with a clustering technique (this con�guration (10K)
contains ten thousand input polygons and 736 emit-
ting polygons). Few di�erences are visible and most
of them can be attributed to the di�erent color rep-

resentations used by the two algorithms (spectral in
our implementation versus RGB).
Finally, �gures 11 and 12 shows rendering of the

'virtual university' at its highest level of complexity
(forty thousand input polygons including 2944 emit-
ting ones).



6 Conclusion and future work

We have proposed a global illumination method com-
bining hierarchical radiosity and LOD approxima-
tions of object surfaces. Our approach accounts more

precisely for the orientations of the children nodes for
both the emitting and receiving macrofacets. When
selecting a macrofacet for shooting, internal shooting
followed by the computation of the associated contex-
tual radiosity make the energy emission more precise.
A macrofacet may be linked to another macrofacet,
a facet or patch. The shooting process used depends
on the linked primitives.
The di�erent cases studied during this research tend
to prove that LOD representations are well suited
for complex geometry and complex light sources. As
mentionned before, a global framework including par-
titioning techniques, clustering methods, LODs repre-
sentation and classical radiosity is probably an excel-
lent architecture for future implementation. It should
be well-suited for any kind of geometry (e.g. [4]
presents a framework, developped at IRISA, where
clusters are used to speed up the visibility computa-
tion involved by a partitioning technique).
One way to extend this work is to generate each
HLOD on the y. However, as we use a bottom-
up approach (the input polygons represent the actual
geometry) it is not easy to maintain the hierarchy
during the computation process. Another way to ex-
tend this work is to handle non-di�use surfaces with
arbitrary reectances. This could be done by using
extended three-point transport as presented in [23].
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Figure 8: Scene 2 - 'Objects' - Con�guration 1 object
(the vase) & 1 light source - Comparison between ra-
diosity with LODs and without LOD, 1: w/o LOD
rear view, 2: w/ LOD rear view, 3: w/o LOD front
view, 4: w/ LOD front view

Figure 9: Scene 2 - 'Objects' - Con�guration 5 objects
& 4 colored light sources - Full view and close up

Figure 10: Scene 3 - Con�guration 10K - Comparison
between radiosity with LODs (left) and with clusters
(right)



Figure 11: Scene 3 - 'Virtual University' - Con�guration 40K - Panoramas

Figure 12: Scene 3 - 'Virtual University' - Con�guration 40K - Close-ups
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